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Today’s session

Where are you now?

Block Four concepts 

How have you been getting 
on with the module so far?

An overview of Block Four

Dealing with TMA04 

Key things to consider for 
TMA04
Using journal articles
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Let each other know

Where are you now?
The screen will shortly change

How you have been getting on with E232 so far
What you learned from the feedback from TMA03 that you can apply for TMA04
What you still find challenging (if anything) with E232
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Questions to answer about childhood

Childhood
Past, present and future

Is childhood today better than childhood in the past?
Is childhood today worse than childhood in the past?
How were children seen in the past?
Do children actually have rights?
Are children’s rights dependent upon context?
What do adults things childhood should be?
What do adults value about childhood?
What do children value about childhood?
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Past Present

Childhood
Past, present and future

Outdoor play
Low levels of adult supervision
Children worked
High levels of disease and illness
Etc.

Social media
Digital technology
High amounts of indoor play
Structured activities
Etc.
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Contexts for answering the questions about childhood

Childhood
Past, present and future

disabilities
mental health
technologies
changing environments
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Childhood
Past, present and future
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TMA Weightings

Childhood
Past, present and future

10%

15%

15%

20%

40% TMA01

TMA02

TMA03

TMA04

EMA
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TMA04
Evaluate the extent to which children and young people’s rights have been and currently are 
respected. You must include a focus on at least one topic of your choice from the following:

disabilities
mental health
technologies
changing environments.
(2000 words)

You must draw on evidence from at least two study weeks from Block 4. You must also draw on 
evidence from one of the following journal articles, corresponding to your choice of topic

Childhood
Past, present and future
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Identifying what to do with questions
Colour code your question

• Red = Instructions (process words)
• Green = Topic (what you must process)
• Blue = Limits (what you must focus on)

Childhood
Past, present and future
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TMA04
Evaluate the extent to which children and young people’s rights have been and currently are 
respected. You must include a focus on at least one topic of your choice from the following:

disabilities
mental health
technologies
changing environments.
(2000 words)

You must draw on evidence from at least two study weeks from Block 4. You must also draw on 
evidence from one of the following journal articles, corresponding to your choice of topic

Childhood
Past, present and future

Red = Instructions (process words)

Green = Topic (what you must process)

Blue = Limits (what you must focus on)
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What is meant by evaluation?
Oxford Dictionary: The making of a judgement about the amount, number, or value of something.

Childhood
Past, present and future

Do you agree with what the author is saying?
Do other authors/researchers agree or disagree with each other? What are the strengths and 
weaknesses of their arguments?
Is the methodology utilised by your authors sound? Criticise it if it isn’t, making sure to have 
solid reasons for your own opinions.
Can you identify any gaps in the research? If so, state what they are and how they might be 
addressed.
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Descriptive Analytical
Outlines a theory Demonstrates which aspects of a theory 

are relevant or useful
Says when a theory was developed Identifies the significance of the timing of 

theoretical developments
Lists the elements of a theory Evaluates the relative significance of each 

element of a theory
States what happened in a research study Identifies the significance of what 

happened in the research
Lists the order of what happened in a 
research study

Makes judgements as to the value of each 
component of the research study

Describes the methods used in a study Shows which aspects of the methods were 
appropriate

Suggests links between items Demonstrates the relevance of links 
between items

Provides general information about a study 
or theory

Draws conclusions from the study or theory
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Why is E232 using journal articles?

Childhood
Past, present and future

Helps you get ready for the EMA
Prepares you for Level 3 study
Uses current materials
Academic rigour through peer reviewed materials
Additional source of evidence
Helps support judgements in evaluating
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Using journal articles
The SQ3R process

Childhood
Past, present and future

Survey – What does the item you are reading include? How is it structured? 
Question – What, Why, When, Where, How, Who?
Read – Read the article to answer these six questions
Recite – Remember as much as you can from the article
Review – Produce your own summary of the article
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Tips for TMA04

Childhood
Past, present and future

Remember that Children’s Rights were also covered in Weeks 1, 3, 11 and 18
You only have to write about ONE of the four possible topics
You need an additional week’s materials – already recommend that you use Week 21
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From the course news item
“We advise you to focus on one topic, as this will give you the opportunity to discuss the topic in 
greater depth, demonstrating skills of evaluation.”

“You need to discuss two study weeks, and one article. You may find it helpful to use week 21 
(Childhood: past, present and future), in addition to the week focusing on the topic of your choice, 
and the article related to your chosen topic.”

https://learn2.open.ac.uk/blocks/news/message.php?m=34458006

Childhood
Past, present and future

In other words

• ONE topic week
• Week 21
• ONE journal article

https://learn2.open.ac.uk/blocks/news/message.php?m=34458006
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GENERIC MARKING CRITERIA Pass 1 (85–100) Pass 2 (70–84) Pass 3 (55–69) Pass 4 (40–54) Fail (0–39)

Focus on the question Fully and explicitly focused on the question 
throughout.

Most of the answer is well focused on the 
question.

Answer mostly relevant to question but 
relevance is not always made explicit. May 
discuss the general topic area rather than 
the specific question.

Limited focus on the question, but some 
potentially relevant material used. Able to 
identify and address main issues raised by 
the question.

Very limited or no focus on the question.

Knowledge and understanding of module 

material

Excellent knowledge and understanding of 
a wide range of relevant module material 
(and other relevant sources where 
required).

Good knowledge and understanding of a 
range of relevant module material (and 
other relevant sources where required).

Fair knowledge and understanding of the 
most relevant module material (and other 
relevant sources where required). May be 
some minor inaccuracies or 
misunderstandings.

Knowledge and understanding of some 
module material (and other relevant 
sources where required) Inaccuracies or 
misunderstandings present.

Very little or no knowledge or 
understanding of module material (and 
other relevant sources where required).

Critical analysis and evaluation Shows high level of critical analysis and 
evaluation of different viewpoints.

Evidence of critical analysis and evaluation 
of different viewpoints.

Mainly descriptive. Some evidence of 
critical analysis or evaluation of different 
viewpoints.

Heavily descriptive. Little evidence of 
critical analysis or evaluation.

Entirely descriptive. Very little or no 
evidence of critical analysis or evaluation.

Structure and argument Very well-structured, coherent and logical 
argument.

Clearly structured argument. Adequate structure, argument may be 
unclear at times.

Lacks structure or clear argument. Very limited or no structure.

Use of evidence and references Almost all points supported by relevant 
and well-chosen evidence. Complete and 
accurate referencing.

Most points supported by relevant 
evidence from module materials. Mostly 
complete and accurate referencing.

Some use of appropriate evidence from 
module materials to support points. Mostly 
complete and accurate referencing, with 
some errors.

Some attempt to use evidence but limited 
or lacking in relevance. Some attempt at 
referencing, with errors or gaps.

Very little or no use of evidence. 
Inadequate or missing referencing.

Clarity of writing Concise and highly accurate, combined 
with an appropriate academic style.

Clear writing in appropriate academic 
style.

Generally clear writing. Some points may 
be unclear. Less academic style in places.

Many points unclear. Writing may be 
informal or lack academic style.

Writing difficult to understand. 
Inaccuracies or inconsistencies that affect 
meaning.
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Thank you
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